Differential responses of neurons in the rat caudal ventrolateral medulla to visceral and somatic noxious stimuli and their alterations in colitis.
Visceral and somatic types of pain have been reported to manifest crucial differences not only in the experience, but also in their peripheral and central processing. However, the precise neuronal mechanisms that responsible for the modality-specific transmission of pain signals, especially at the supraspinal level, remain unclear. Very little is known also about the potential involvement of such mechanisms in the development of viscero-somatic hyperalgesia. Therefore, in the present study performed on urethane-anesthetized adult male Wistar rats we examined responses of neurons in the caudal ventrolateral medulla (CVLM)-the first site for supraspinal processing of both internal and external pain signals-to visceral (colorectal distension, CRD) and somatic (squeezing of the tail) noxious stimulations and evaluated alterations in response properties of these cells after the induction of colitis. It has been found out that the CVLM of healthy control rats, along with harboring of cells excited by both stimulations (23.7%), contained neurons that were activated by either visceral (31.9%) or somatic noxious stimuli (44.4%). In inflamed animals, the percentages of the visceral and somatic nociceptive cells were decreased (to 18.3% and 34.3%, correspondingly) and the number of bimodal neurons was increased (up to 47.4%); these alterations were associated with substantially enhanced responses of both the modality-specific and convergent CVLM neurons not only to CRD, but also to squeezing of the tail. Under these conditions, visceral and somatic pain stimuli induced similar changes in arterial blood pressure and respiratory rate, whereas in the absence of intestinal inflammation noxious CRD and tail stimulation evoked predominantly divergent autonomic reactions. The data obtained can benefit to a deeper understanding of the neuronal mechanisms that underlie differential supraspinal processing of visceral and somatic noxious stimuli and can potentially contribute to the realization of specific cardiovascular and respiratory accompaniments inherent to a particular type of pain. Therewith, results of the study elucidate colitis-induced alterations in these mechanisms, which may be responsible for the combined development of visceral hypersensitivity and somatic hyperalgesia.